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DISSERTATION IN PROGRESS 
Gottfried Richenhagen (UniversitEit of Paderborn, Fachbereich 
Mathematik-Informatik) is preparing a dissertation on the con- 
cept of approximation in Carl Runge's (1856-1927) Numerical 
Mathematics. 
The dissertation is supervised at the Institut fiir Didaktik 
der Mathematik der UniversitZt Beilefeld (by Professors M. Otte 
and H. G. Steiner), and by Professor M. Werner (Mathematisches 
Institut der Universitgt Bonn). 
Using Carl Runge's Numerical Mathematics as an example, the 
dissertation aims to analyze mathematics' increasing orientation 
toward practice at the turn of the century by developing the 
concepts and methods of numerical approximation and by relating 
these to "pure mathematics" (Weierstras, Kronecker). Its 
special focus is on the relationship between the concepts and 
methods, on one hand, and contemporary calculating devices 
(slide rule, calculating machine, etc.), on the other--a rela- 
tionship characterized by mutual influences. The analysis is 
intended to develop general methodological concepts of numerics 
to be applicable to the discussion of educational problems. 
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